GPV Thailand is looking for

Planning Manager - Electronic
Prime Function
1. Management of all personnel assigned to Planning Department.
2. Ensure staff effectiveness and cost improvements.
3. Maintain ERP system (Axapta) in order to support Purchasing & Production.
4. Set up measurable or KPI, including actions of department goals.
5. Performs information to support Management team.
6. Coach and supervise planning workforce.
7. Ensure planning team has enough resources that capable to fulfill company
requirement.
8. Set up strategy that solving challenges.
Responsibility
1. Strictly follow the GPV Group Code of Conduct methods and lean principles.
2. Ensure that staff has been trained and strictly follow our safety rules at workplace.
3. Ensure compliance with the company's management system, policies and rules.
4. Ensure that all employees are properly trained in use of the ERP system.
5. Capable of managing multiple, high-priority assignments.
6. Evaluates operations and activities of assigned responsibilities.
7. Maintains system of planning department and recommending improvements.
8. Pro-active in all aspects of Project / Commercial Management.
9. ECO, Prototype, New products and new customers are taking care in the proper way.
10. Track KPIs and report on planning’s performance.
11. Develop action plan with teams to raise scores at regional level.
12. Driving for company goal, Sales turnover and On-time delivery.
13. Overview future demand, Safety Stock, VMI and prepare analysis of production
capacity.
14. Supervises requirements planning for department, division, project, or organization
15. Supervises other planning personnel, such as consultants and developers.
16. Provides overall management of division-related planning issues.
17. Adhere to company policies, procedures, and ethics codes.

About GPV
GPV is a knowledge-based outsourcing
partner that has core competencies
within high-tech and complex production
of electronics and mechanical
components and solutions. We employ
more than 3,800 people at sites in
Europe, Asia and the Americas. We
service clients in the fields of Cleantech,
Instruments & Industry, Medico and
Transportation.
Learn more on > gpv-group.com

Qualification
1. Male/Female minimum 5 years’ experience in electronics manufacturing (PCBA),

Materials.
2. Bachelor degree in Engineering, Preferably master degree in any relevant field.
3. Excellent organizational and leadership skills, good attitude, logic thinking.
4. Working knowledge of MS Office, relational databases and ERP systems (e.g.
AXAPTA)
5. Problem-solving aptitude, Service-minded, enthusiastic and teamwork
6. Ability to work independently and handle multiple projects
7. Familiarity with supply chain and inventory management systems.
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8. Good in Fluency in English language.
9. Good in Microsoft Office especially Excel.
Application
Send your application and CV to hr_th@gpv-group.com as soon as possible. If you have
any questions regrading the job position you can call us on +66 089 200 7678.
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